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Abstract

The object of this paper is to study the relation between the geographic concentration

of production and trade costs. The Home Market E¤ect prescribes increasing con-

centration when trade costs decrease because the Home Market E¤ect is supposed to

strengthen. We check whether this relation emerges in sectors where the Home Market

E¤ect hypothesis holds by employing an original approach based on the combination

of two bootstrap distributions.
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1 Introduction

The inclusion of trade costs in trade modelling has yielded new developments in trade theory.

One of the main consequences is that distance matters as well as other geographic conditions

which determine the magnitude of trade costs. The group of trade costs which actually

a¤ect trade is heterogenous and surely exceeds the shipment costs, which are only a part

of trade costs (Anderson & van Wincoop 2004); border-related formalities, technical and

non-technical barriers, tari¤s and standards are just some other members of the trade costs

family. Early research in this �eld made many proclaim the death of distance, however,

even though trade costs have truly decreased over time (Jacks 2009), distance still matters.

From a di¤erent perspective, trade costs tell something about globalization. Indeed, trade

costs can serve as proxy for globalization where, by simplifying, decreasing trade costs re�ect

integration. As a consequence the interest on trade costs is on the civil society too.

In this paper we consider how trade-costs a¤ect the agglomeration of productive activities.

Firms consider the magnitude of trade-costs when they decide where to settle their plants

because trade-costs in�uence the market price and �rms�mark-up. The decision about the

location shapes trade patterns since that decision will likely make a country, exporter of the

goods produced. New trade theory models which embed the Home Market E¤ect predict

that decreasing trade costs strengthen the geographic agglomeration of productive activities

(hereinafter, concentration). The object of our analysis is to study this causal relation.

Productive activities are not equally spread throughout the geographic space, as a matter of

fact some kind of agglomeration pattern emerges (Brulhart & Traeger 2005). Patterns are a

constant for some real activities such as manufacture, but they are common for immaterial

activities too. There are many factors which cause activities to agglomerate in speci�c

locations or to settle as far apart as possible from others. Resource endowments, economies

of scale, infrastructures availability are just some possible explanations. In this paper we

focus on agglomeration from a trade theory perspective (Combes et al. 2008) and more

speci�cally on proximity to consumers as a motivation of �rms�location decision.

Proximity to consumers is thought to in�uence �rms�location decision according to a mech-

anism known as Home Market E¤ect (hereafter, HME) (Helpman & Krugman 1985). Firms

settle close to consumers to minimize trade costs which are proportional to distance. A

recent theoretical paper by Behrens et al. (2009) shows that if one controls for the e¤ect

of �geographic di¤erences� (Relative Centrality) and of �di¤erences in productivity in the

di¤erentiated sector�(Comparative Advantage), then concentration occurs according to the

HME in a multi-country world. If this is the case, the HME predicts that when trade

costs decrease, concentration increases consequently because the HME strengthens; a recent

empirical test of this dynamics is provided by Felbermayr & Niepmann (2009).

Given the di¤erent possible causes of any observed concentration pattern, a relation between

trade costs and concentration is however not to take for given; a causal relation should

emerge only in some cases. To wit, if concentration occurs because �rms settle in a region to
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exploit that region�s factor endowment, trade costs should not a¤ect that sector�s pattern of

concentration. On the contrary, they should when concentration is caused by the HME. In

our analysis we consider twenty industrial sectors and test in which of these sectors the HME

hypothesis holds. Then, we test in which sectors the inverse relation between concentration

and trade costs holds as follows: decreasing trade costs increase concentration, increasing

trade costs weaken concentration. We expect that the relation emerges in those sectors which

support the HME hypothesis.

The contribution of this paper consists in our test of the relation between concentration and

trade costs through an original approach which exploits di¤erent bootstrap distributions

as explained in section 3. Also our test of the HME hypothesis in section 2, using Behrens

et al.�s (2005) methodology, brings insights on the validity of the HME hypothesis in a multi-

country world. The analysis in the paper is structured as follows: in section II, we discuss

and test the HME hypothesis; in section III, we study the relation between concentration

and trade costs; in section IV, we draw the main conclusions.

2 The Home Market E¤ect

Theoretical modelling and empirical research on the HME has been intense since its original

formulation in Krugman (1980). Most recent research has focused on testing whether the

HME emerges in a more complex setting than the one in Krugman�s (1980) model. In our

analysis, we refer to a multi-country extension of the HME model as discussed in a recent

paper by Behrens et al. (2009). In the following two sections we brie�y discuss the de�nition

of the HME in a multi-country world and test it in twenty sectors.

2.1 The Home Market E¤ect in a multi-country world

In a multi-country framework, Behrens et al. (2009) a¢ rm that the HME holds if and only

if:
��1
��1
� ��2
��2
� � � � � ��M

��M
(1)

where �i is country i�s production share, �i is country i�s demand share, we consider M

countries and �1 � �2 � ::: � �M . In a multi-country setting, condition 1 does not usually
hold because third-country e¤ects o¤set the large-country motivation for �rms to settle in

a speci�c location. In particular, Behrens et al. (2009) argue that di¤erences in relative

centrality and Ricardian comparative advantage among locations may well o¤set the HME.

Indeed, for equal demand shares, locations with a relative advantage in terms of better

centrality and higher productivity always attract a larger share of production. Nonetheless,

they show that it is possible "to separate the e¤ect of relative centrality and comparative

advantage on the one side from the impact of relative demand driven by relative size (i.e.

relative labor endowments) and relative wages (i.e. absolute advantage) on the other side"
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(Behrens et al. (2009), page 263). They de�ne the production shares which prevail in the

case of no comparative advantage and without centrality advantage as follows:

�SAi =
1 + (M � 1)�

1� �
�i �

�

1� �
(2)

where �ij = � (equal trade freeness for any country pair) and �i is country i�s share of world

demand. They demonstrate that production shares as de�ned in equation 2 support the

HME.

Moreover, for a demand-shares distribution which guarantees production in all M coun-

tries (interior solution of the model), equation 2 involves that decreasing trade costs
�
� #
�

strengthen the HME towards the largest country. This is made clearer through the following

numerical example where in case B trade is freer than in A (trade freeness parameter from

0.40 to 0.45):

� Case A: M = 3;� = 0:40;

�1 = 0:45 ! �SA1 = 0:683 ! �SA1 =�1 = 1:517

�2 = 0:30 ! �SA2 = 0:233 ! �SA2 =�2 = 0:773

�3 = 0:25 ! �SA3 = 0:083 ! �SA3 =�3 = 0:332

� Case B: M = 3;� = 0:45;

�1 = 0:45 ! �SA1 = 0:763 ! �SA1 =�1 = 1:695

�2 = 0:30 ! �SA2 = 0:218 ! �SA2 =�2 = 0:726

�3 = 0:25 ! �SA3 = 0:045 ! �SA3 =�3 = 0:180

Intuitively, in Behrens et al. (2009) the HME strengthens when trade costs decrease because

the less trade costs impact pro�t maximization, the more �rms settle in the large market and

serve periphery through exports. The model however does not predict total concentration

in one country because of the adverse e¤ect of crowdness on concentration.

It is to notice that we have considered two di¤erent shares so far: ��i and �
SA
i . The former

are the equilibrium shares derived in Behrens et al.�s (2009) theoretical model, the latter

are the accessibility-�ltered shares derived from the �rst under speci�c conditions. However,

in our analysis we use observed shares which come from real data, we de�ne them as �Obi ;

these are the real counterpart of the equilibrium shares ��i : From Behrens et al. (2009) one

realizes that if she uses �Obi to test the HME hypothesis, this is not likely to hold unless

third-country e¤ects are irrelevant. We deepen this issue in the following section.

2.2 Test of the HME hypothesis

In this section we discuss our test of the HME hypothesis by sector of activity. We consider

twenty sectors: "Mining and Quarrying" (ISIC Rev.3 10-14), "Electricity, Gas and Water

Supply" (ISIC Rev.3 40-41), and 18 subsectors of the manufacture aggregate (ISIC Rev.3 15-

37); the full list of sectors is in Table 1. Our group of countries consists of the EU 15 countries
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before the May 2004 enlargement. The production and demand shares are averages of 1995-

2003 yearly �gures. As demand proxy, we use domestic absorption computed as production

plus import less export; details on the data used to compute the production and demand

shares are in appendix 1.

[TABLE 1 about here]

We apply three tests described in Behrens et al. (2005) and calculate Spearman�s rank

correlation coe¢ cients. As for the tests, these are three non-parametric tests which use the

observed production and demand shares. All these three tests are built on the following

statistic:

Zkij =

 
�ki
�i
�
�kj
�j

!
| {z }

A

(�i � �j)| {z }
B

(3)

where k stands for the industrial sector considered, and i and j are two (a pair) of the M

countries considered, �k stands for sectoral production share and � for overall demand share.

The total number of Zkij equals the number of combinations of M countries taken by two. If

B > 0;country i�s demand share is larger than country j�s; the HME requires A to be positive

as well. Zkij > 0 therefore supports the HME. If B < 0, country i�s demand share is less than

country j�s; the HME requires A to be negative. The product of two negative quantities

is positive, consequently Zkij > 0 always supports the HME. Building on the Zkij statistic,

Behrens et al. (2005) de�ne the Pairwise-Average Z-test, the Country-Average Z-test and

the World-Average Z-test:

� Pairwise Z-test. This test uses the following statistic:

Sk1 =
2

M (M � 1)
X
i

X
j<i

+

Z
k

ij

where
+

Zkij = 1 if Zkij > 0 and
+

Zkij = 0 if Zkij � 0. The test checks whether Zkij is

positive in more than half cases through Sk1 . S
k
1 is the fraction of favorable cases over

the total. The system of hypotheses is "H0 : Sk1 = 1=2" against "H1 : S
k
1 > 1=2"; rejec-

tion of H0 in favour of H1 supports the HME hypothesis. Sk1 is binomially distributed�
Bin

h
1=2; M(M�1)

2

i�
: However, since the number of pairs (available combinations) is

large enough, we resort to the standard-normal approximation of the binomial distri-

bution which is:

z =
M(M�1)

2
Sk1 +

1
2
� M(M�1)

4q
M(M�1)

8

� Country Average Z-test. This test uses the following statistic:

Zki =
X
j

Zkij ; S
k
2 =

1

M

X
i

+

Z
k

i
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where
+

Zki = 1 if Z
k
i > 0 and

+

Zki = 0 if Z
k
i � 0. The test checks whether Zki is positive

more than half times through Sk2 ; S
k
2 is binomially distributed and the critical values

for the rejection area depend on the number M of countries considered.1 The system

of hypotheses is the same as for the Pairwise Z-test.

� World Average Z-test. This test uses the following statistic:

Zk =
MX
i=1

MX
j=1

Zkij

If Zk is positive for sector k, this supports the HME hypothesis since on average

countries with larger expenditure on good k host more than proportionate shares of

industry k: As for Zk, we limit ourselves to check its sign.

The strongest test of the HME is the Pairwise Z-test, the Country Average and the World

Average follows. The pairwise test is the strongest because, di¤erently from the other two,

it does not sum across individual values. Then, it cannot be the case of many small nega-

tive observations to be o¤set by some few positive ones. Along the lines in Behrens et al.

(2005), we compute Spearman�s rank-correlation coe¢ cients between the series �ki =�i and �i
(Conover 1999). The coe¢ cients are instrumental to testing the independency hypothesis

between the two series; positive (and possibly signi�cant) correlation values signal support

of the HME hypothesis. All test results and Spearman�s coe¢ cients are in Table 2.

[TABLE 2 about here]

Results in table 2 show that the HME is supported by the data only in few sectors. The

strongest non-parametric sign-test, the Pairwise Z-test, signals that the HME hypothesis is

supported in seven (7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17) out of twenty sectors;2 the strongest evidence

is for "manufacture of o¢ ce machinery and computers" (sector 13). The Spearman�s rank

coe¢ cients signal positive correlation (support the HME hypothesis) for the same seven

sectors; however, only for three sectors (7, 13, 16) the correlation is statistically signi�cant.

It is to notice that the di¤erent tests are unanimous in detecting the sectors which support

the HME hypothesis. It emerges that the sectors supporting the HME hypothesis are not

resource based and able to exploit large economies of scale.

Once detected the sectors which support the HME hypothesis, we expect that the same

sectors exhibit an inverse relation between concentration and trade costs as prescribed by

the theory and shown in the previous subsection. We focus on this issue in the next section.

1Critical values of the Binomial distribution vary according to the sample size; tabulated values can be
found at "http://academic.udayton.edu/GregElvers/psy216/tables/binomial.htm"

2The sectors which support the HME hypothesis are: 7 "M.of chemicals and chemical products", 8 "M.of
rubber and plastic products", 12 "M.of machinery and equipment n.e.c.", 13 "M.of o¢ ce machinery and
computers", 14 "M.of electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c.", 16 "M.of medical, precision and optical
instruments, watches and clocks", 17 "M.of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers".
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3 Geographic Concentration and Trade Costs

All models which embed the HME predict that decreasing trade costs boost concentra-

tion. This dynamics is intuitive to grasp: if trade costs matter less and less on the pro�t-

maximizing process, �rms are more and more motivated to settle close to the largest share

of consumers and serve periphery markets through exports. On the contrary, if trade costs

are prohibitive, the motivation to stay close to each portion of consumers (not only to the

largest one) is stronger.

In this section we test the inverse relation between concentration and trade costs. Preliminary

to this test, we explain how we account for concentration and trade costs in the following

subsection. As for trade costs, we use a common indirect measure constructed using trade

�ows: the so-called Trade Freeness (TF). While, to account for geographic concentration, we

use the Theil index. In subsection II, we explain our approach to test the inverse relation

between concentration and trade-costs.

3.1 Trade Freeness and the Theil Index

The study of the relation between concentration and trade costs requires to consider the

evolution of these two variables, so we need observations for two consecutive time-periods

in order to calculate their variation. To account for bilateral trade costs, we use the Trade

Freeness parameter �ij (Head & Mayer 2004); �ij is an indirect measure of trade costs

computed through trade �ows. In our analysis, we use a sectoral and time speci�cation of

this indicator:

�kij;t =
2

s
Xk
ij;t �Xk

ji;t

Xk
ii;t �Xk

jj;t

(4)

Implicit to its construction is the hypothesis of symmetric trade barriers �ij = �ji. � ranges

in the 0-1 interval, where � = 0 indicates prohibitive trade costs and � = 1 indicates free

trade; domestic trade is assumed to be free (�ii = 1). For the purpose of our analysis, we

average the bilateral values to obtain a unique sectoral estimate of the index (�kij;t ) �kt ) and

consider its evolution: ��k = �kt+1 � �kt . ��k > 0 indicates a trade-costs decrease, ��k < 0
viceversa. We compute the Trade Freeness (TF) parameter both for a unique period of 9

years (1995-2003, column TFu in table 3) and for two sequential sub-periods of 4 years each

(1995-1998, column TFp1, and 2000-2003, column TFp2) to check the evolution of trade

costs; the TF values are in table 3. The lowest TF value (highest trade costs) is for sector

20 "Electricity, gas and water supply", the highest TF value (lowest trade costs) is for sector

13 "manufacture of o¢ ce machinery and computers"; the same sectors exhibit respectively

the smallest and largest TF variation.

As for the geographic concentration of production, we compute the Theil Index for absolute

concentration. This index is obtained through the formula of the Generalized Class of

Entropy Indices when the sensitivity parameter � is equal to 1 (Brulhart & Traeger 2005).3

3If � = 1 one obtains the Theil Index, while if � = 2 one gets the Half Square Coe¢ cient of Variation.
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Its formula is:

GE (1)k =
1

R
�

RX
r=1

��
xkr
xk

�
� log

�
xkr
xk

��
(5)

where 0 � GE (1) � logR, xkr is activity x (employment, production, value-added, etc.)

in the industrial sector k (k = 1; :::; K) in region r (r = 1; :::; R), xk = 1
R

PR
1=r x

k
r is the

across- regions average and each region belongs exclusively to one country i (i = 1; :::;M).

We consider the evolution of concentration: �GEk = GEkt+1 � GEkt ; �GEk > 0 indicates
an increase in concentration. We use regional employment to compute the Theil index for

the twenty sectors listed in table 1.4 We comprise 191 regions (Nuts 2) belonging to 13 EU

countries; more information on the data used is in appendix I. We compute the index both

for a unique period of 9 years (1995-2003, column GCu in table 3) and for two sub-periods

of 4 years each (1995-1998, column GCp1, and 2000-2003, column GCp2) to assess variation

in the concentration pattern. The Theil Index values are in table 3. Concentration is lowest

for sector 2 "manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco", it is highest for sector 3

"manufacture of textiles, textile products, leather and footwear"; the largest variation is for

sector 1 "Mining and quarrying", the smallest for sector 2 "manufacture of food products,

beverages and tobacco".

[TABLE 3 about here]

Column �TF k and �GCk in table 3 report the time di¤erence of TF and concentration.

However, these di¤erences could be statistically not signi�cant (to wit, the di¤erence could

be simply generated by measurement errors), we therefore employ a statistical procedure

to check the time variability. As discussed in Brulhart & Traeger (2005), bootstrap for

hypothesis testing is an appropriate approach in this case.5 In a nutshell, the bootstrap

generates two distributions of the statistic, one for each period. Then, it makes the di¤erence

of the paired values in order to generate the distribution of the di¤erences (usually assumed

to be normal); this is used to test the hypothesis dif = 0. We instruct 5000 replications

for the bootstrap, then the di¤erences distribution counts 5000 observations. The columns

�TF and �GC in table 3 report the outcome of the bootstrap-based test for �TF k and

�GCk.

As for the TF variation, the bootstrap distribution of �TF k turns not normally distributed

in seventeen out of twenty sectors.6 Given non-normality in the bulk of the sectors, we resort

The more positive the sensitivity parameter is, the more sensitive the index is to activity di¤erences at the
top of the distribution, the less it is, the more sensitive it is at the bottom of the distribution.

4The use of employment �gures could bias the computation of concentration when there are relevant
productivity di¤erences across regions and sectors; this is why some authors prefer to use value added �gures
(Behrens et al. 2005). In our analysis, we preferred employment because this was available at the Nuts-2
regional level (necessary for the between/within decomposition of the Theil Index) for the sectors, countries
and years to match with the trade data. Besides, we reckon that such di¤erences are not particularly relevant
in our analysis since we consider a homogenous set of countries such as the EU15 group.

5We refer the reader to Cameron & Trivedi (2005) chapter 11 for more information about the Bootstrap.
6We check normality throught the Shapiro-Francia Test (Shapiro & Francia 1972); normality supported

in sector (7, 14, 16).
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to Bias-corrected and Accelerated Con�dence Intervals (BCA-CI) to de�ne rejection areas.7

The system of hypotheses is "H0 : �TF k = 0" against "H1 : �TF k 6= 0". Signi�cant trade
costs variation occurs in nine out of twenty sectors: sector 6, 7, 12, 16, 18 and 19 exhibit

a signi�cantly positive variation (trade costs decrease), while sector 9, 10 and 15 exhibit a

signi�cantly negative variation (trade costs increase). As regards geographic concentration,

the bootstrap distribution of �GCk results to be normally distributed in sixteen out of

twenty sectors; nonetheless, we use BCA-CI also to test "H0 : �GCk = 0": The system

of hypotheses is as for TF. Signi�cant variation in the concentration pattern occurs in ten

sectors: sector 3 exhibits a signi�cantly positive variation (concentration increases), while

sector 1, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 16 and 19 exhibit a signi�cantly negative variation (concentration

decreases).8

3.2 The relation between trade costs and concentration

At this point we want to test the theory-based inverse relationship between concentration

and trade costs: decreasing trade costs (TCs) strengthen geo-concentration (GC), increasing

trade costs weaken geo-concentration. A �rst check of this relation by sector is in �gure 1

where we plot the values in column �TF k and �GCk in table 3.

[FIGURE 1 about here]

Sectors in portion I (X-Axis and Y-Axis positive) and III (X-Axis and Y-Axis negative) of

the chart in �gure 1 support the inverse relation (sectors 1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18).

Figure 1 is useful to gain a �rst insight into the relation, but we need to employ a statistical

procedure to test it. With this purpose we engineer a statistical approach based on the

matching of two bootstrap distributions, we now explain in details our approach.9

To test the relation, we generate the statistic Rk "product of the two di¤erences" as follows:

Rk = �TF k| {z }
�

��GCk| {z }
�

(6)

where, as de�ned before, �GCk = GCkt+1�GCkt and �TF k = TF kt+1�TF kt . If �TF k > 0,
the relation holds if and only if �GCk is positive too. While if �TF k < 0, �GCk has to

be negative. As a consequence, Rk > 0 always supports the relation between concentration

7For a discussion of the di¤erent con�dence intervals for hypothesis testing available in this context, see
Diciccio & Romano (1988).

8As a matter of fact, non-normality does not bias the Z-test based on the Standard Normal distribution
since we get the same sectoral outcome of the test when we refer to the percentiles of the standard normal;
this is true both for TF and concentration.

9We also attempted a regression analysis for the relation. A panel �xed-e¤ects regression yields a TF
coe¢ cient of 0.40 (not signi�cant), while a Pooled regression yields a TF coe¢ cient of 1.90 (signi�cant).
However, we deem this regression analysis not trustworthy given the small sample available (40 observations,
20i� 2t).
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and trade costs. Our hypothesis system is "H0 : Rk � 0" against "H1 : Rk > 0"; rejection
of H0 supports the relation .

In order to test H0, we need a statistical distribution for Rk. We generate such distribution

(Rkb ) by using the bootstrap distribution of �TF
k and �GCk discussed in the previous

section: Rkb = �TF kb � �GCkb where b = 1; :::; 5000. It is to notice that each Rkb is

the product of bootstrap-generated values (b = 1; :::; B where B is the total number of

replications instructed for the bootstrap). The bootstrap generates 5000 values for the

variables GCkt+1, GC
k
t , TF

k
t+1and TF

k
t which are then combined to generate �TF

k
b , �GC

k
b

and Rkb . As for the distribution of R
k
b , it is not normal even for those sectors where the

distribution of �TF kb and �GC
k
b is normal since the product of two normal distribution is

not normal.10

Using the distribution of Rkb ; we test H0 through the Bias-corrected con�dence interval

(BC-CI) and a test-statistic similar to the one used for the Pairwise Z-test by Behrens

et al. (2005).11 The test-statistic is built on the portion of favorable cases over the total B

observations:

Jk =
1

B
�

BX
i=1

+

Rkb (7)

where
+

Rkb = 1 if R
k
b > 0 and

+

Rkb = 0 if R
k
b � 0. Jk is binomially distributed, however given

B large enough, we use the standard-normal approximation of the binomial distribution. As

for the test based on the BC-CI, we reject H0 when the upper-limit of the 90% bias-corrected

con�dence interval is positive (to wit, less than 95% observations are negative). The test

results based on the BC-CI and the Jk statistic (equation 7) are in table 4.

[TABLE 4 about here]

Both tests are not available for 4 out of twenty sectors; this is the case when the number of

missing observations in the original sample exceeds 50% of the total number of pairs. Apart

for two sectors (2, 9), the two tests agree on rejection of H0. The NP-Jk test rejects H0 in

eight (sector 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 18) out of sixteen sectors. The BC-CI test rejects H0 in ten

(sector 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18) out of sixteen sectors. We recall that rejection implies

support of the inverse relation between GC and TCs. The conclusions of our analysis are

drawn in the next section.
10The distribution generated by the product of two normal distribution is known as Normal Product

Distribution, see "http://mathworld.wolfram.com/NormalProductDistribution.html"
for more information.
11In this case we use only bias-corrected con�dence intervals since the accelaration parameter cannot be

computed. Mind that both the BC-CI and BCA-CI build on the percentile method. Indeed, all three methods
are based on the bootstrap distribution but select di¤erent percentiles as critical values of the rejection area
(Cameron & Trivedi 2005).
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4 Conclusions

The purpose of our analysis was to check whether in sectors which support the HME hypoth-

esis, the relation between concentration and trade costs holds as prescribed by the theory.

With this purpose we have tested the HME hypothesis in a sample of twenty sectors using the

methodology in Behrens et al. (2005), and devised an original approach to test the relation

between concentration and trade-costs; this is the original contribution of our analysis.

Our analysis detects the HME in seven (sector 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17) out of twenty

sectors (see table 2), while the relation between concentration and trade costs emerges in

ten (sector 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18) out of sixteen sectors (see table 4). However, there

is correspondence only in one sector: manufacture of rubber and plastic products (sector 8).

To sum up, it is possible to detect an inverse relation between concentration and trade costs

in many sectors, but not in the majority of those which support the HME hypothesis. This

�nding does not support the relation as prescribed by the theory in the case of the HME.
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Appendix I. Data

Throughout the paper we consider twenty sectors of activity organized according to ISIC

rev.3/NACE 1.1, these sectors are: 1) the aggregate for �Mining and Quarrying�(NACE:

C, ISIC:10-14), 2) �Electricity, Gas and Water Supply� (NACE: E, ISIC: 40-41), 3) 18

subgroups of manufacture as partition of the �Total Manufacturing�aggregate (NACE: D,

ISIC: 15-37; see table 1 for the list of all the sectors considered). The countries comprised

in the analysis are the EU 15 group: Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland,

France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands,Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the

United Kingdom.12 The time range is 1995-2003, unique-period �gures are the average of all

the yearly observations. When we consider the evolution of an indicator, we use values for

two consecutive periods: the �rst-period value averages the observations in the 1995-1998

period, the second-period is the average of the 2000-2003 yearly observations.

Production and Demand shares

To test the HME we use data on production and demand to compute country shares. To

account for production we use employment �gures (number of employees) at the Nuts-2

regional level; data are extracted from the Eurostat-Regio dataset. We start with 207 Nuts-

2 regions: Austria, 9 regions; Belgium, 10 regions; Germany, 38 regions; Denmark, 5 regions

(5 deleted); Spain, 19 regions (8 deleted); Finland, 5 regions (1 deleted); France, 22 regions;

Greece, 13 regions (1 deleted); Ireland, 2 regions; Italy, 21 regions; Luxembourg, 1 region

(1 deleted); the Netherlands, 12 regions; Portugal, 5 regions; Sweden, 8 regions; United

Kingdom, 37 regions. However, some regions were deleted for missing observations. We

sum the regional data to generate �gures at the country level. As a demand proxy, we use

Domestic Absorption. Domestic absorption (DA) is computed as �Production less Export

plus Import�. National production, export and import in US dollars come from the OECD-

Stan dataset.

Geo-Concentration and Trade Freeness

To calculate the sectoral Theil Index we employ the employment data used to generate the

production shares. For the trade freeness parameter, we use bilateral export �ows among

the EU 15 countries which constitute our sample. The bilateral �ows used have the sectoral

and time dimension. Export �ows are in current US dollars, they are extracted from the

OECD Stan dataset (Bilateral Trade Flows section).

12Data for Belgium and Luxembourg are recorded together for the so-called Belgium-Luxembourg Eco-
nomic Union (BLEU).
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Tables and Charts

Table 1: Sectors of Activity
Sector Nace 1.1 Sector Name
Number ISIC rev 3

1 C, 10-14 Mining and quarrying
2 D, 15-16 manuf. of food products, beverages and tobacco
3 D, 17-19 manuf. of Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear
4 D, 20 manuf. of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture;

manuf. of articles of straw and plaiting materials
5 D, 21-22 manuf. of pulp, paper and paper products; publishing and printing
6 D, 23 manuf. of coke, re�ned petroleum products and nuclear fuel
7 D, 24 manuf. of chemicals and chemical products
8 D, 25 manuf. of rubber and plastic products
9 D, 26 manuf. of other non-metallic mineral products
10 D, 27 manuf. of basic metals
11 D, 28 manuf. of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
12 D, 29 manuf. of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
13 D, 30 manuf. of o¢ ce machinery and computers
14 D, 31 manuf. of electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c.
15 D, 32 manuf. of radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus
16 D, 33 manuf. of medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks
17 D, 34 manuf. of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
18 D, 35 manuf. of other transport equipment
19 D, 36 manuf. of furniture; manufacturing n.e.c
20 E, 40-41 Electricity, gas and water supply
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Table 2: World, Country and Pairwise Z-test; Spearman�s coe¢ cient
World Av Z-test Country Av Z-test Pairwise Z-test SPMN�s coef

SecNum Zk Sk2 Sk1
1 -2.772 0.417 0.424 -0.301
2 -2.897 0.333 0.364 -0.392
3 -10.204 0.500 0.424 -0.210
4 -9.925 0.083 0.258 -0.643
5 -3.072 0.250 0.318 -0.503
6 -4.020 0.000 0.379 -0.336
7 1.884y 0.917* 0.727** 0.685*
8 3.193y 0.917* 0.667** 0.441
9 -4.366 0.417 0.424 -0.308
10 -0.815 0.333 0.439 -0.196
11 0.119y 0.583 0.470 -0.112
12 2.172y 0.583 0.621** 0.245
13 6.663y 1.000** 0.727** 0.657*
14 3.488y 0.917* 0.606** 0.315
15 -4.162 0.167 0.439 -0.196
16 4.678y 0.917* 0.758** 0.622*
17 5.297y 0.917* 0.727** 0.559
18 1.045y 0.667 0.470 -0.105
19 -3.374 0.333 0.379 -0.329
20 -1.593 0.417 0.333 -0.448

- * signals rejection at 5%, ** signals rejection at 1%.
- 5% critical value is 10 for the CA Z-test.

Table 3: Trade Freeness and Geo-Concentration
SecNum TF u TF p2 TF p1 �TF GCu GCp2 GCp1 �GC Rk

1 0.03963 0.03481 0.04079 -0.00597 0.69361 0.66939 0.81079 -0.14140* +
2 0.02992 0.03064 0.03009 0.00054 0.31327 0.31963 0.32270 -0.00307
3 0.09373 0.08263 0.08762 -0.00499 n.a. 1.09361 1.08811 1.05193 0.03618*
4 0.02410 0.02393 0.01298 0.01095 0.42882 0.41980 0.47785 -0.05805*
5 0.03104 0.03036 0.03202 -0.00167 0.46444 0.47113 0.47716 -0.00603 +
6 0.02163 0.02322 0.02000 0.00323* 0.98514 0.91338 0.84874 0.06464 +
7 0.10687 0.10166 0.09933 0.00233* 0.67932 0.67798 0.72166 -0.04367*
8 0.05578 0.05427 0.05756 -0.00328 0.48607 0.49075 0.51226 -0.02150* +
9 0.02954 0.02753 0.03188 -0.00435* 0.49001 0.49490 0.47324 0.02166
10 0.08611 0.07381 0.08538 -0.01157* 0.70543 0.69635 0.73202 -0.03567 +
11 0.03358 0.03263 0.03394 -0.00132 0.54210 0.53184 0.58250 -0.05066* +
12 0.08578 0.11097 0.07263 0.03834* 0.59905 0.60156 0.63559 -0.03402*
13 0.26968 0.36147 0.25229 0.10918 n.a. 1.03615 0.93850 0.95993 -0.02143
14 0.09698 0.10077 0.09428 0.00649 0.58773 0.58487 0.63162 -0.04675*
15 0.16062 0.15544 0.13179 0.02366* 0.68609 0.67467 0.63692 0.03775 +
16 0.09843 0.11532 0.08532 0.03000* 0.59554 0.60911 0.65487 -0.04576*
17 0.11504 0.16067 0.08465 0.07602 n.a. 0.83557 0.84403 0.77432 0.06971 +
18 0.05050 0.05896 0.04345 0.01551* 0.62874 0.62446 0.61085 0.01361 +
19 0.03437 0.03532 0.03313 0.00220* 0.55626 0.52613 0.61453 -0.08841*
20 0.01291 0.01246 0.01292 -0.00045 n.a. 0.46176 0.45747 0.43225 0.02522

- * signals rejection of "H0 : �TF or �GC = 0" at 5%, results based on BCA-CI.
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Figure 1: Trade Freeness and Geo-Concentration relation

Table 4: Test of the relation between GC and TCs
SecNum NP Test - Jk BC-CI test

1 0.831* 3.11E-03*
2 0.423 6.35E-03*
3 na na
4 0.672* 1.00E-04*
5 0.658* 1.01E-04*
6 0.898* 6.42E-04*
7 0.004 -3.67E-04
8 0.868* 2.90E-04*
9 0.257 2.62E-05*
10 0.077 -1.32E-05
11 0.691* 3.58E-04*
12 0.004 -5.71E-04
13 na na
14 0.044 -5.07E-05
15 0.874* 6.38E-03*
16 0.020 -3.96E-04
17 na na
18 0.689* 1.08E-03*
19 0.018 -6.46E-05
20 na na

Notes: The "NP Test - Jk" column reports the Jk values for
the non-parametric test, The "BC-CI test" column reports Upper-
bound of the 90% conf. interval. * signals rejection of "H0 : Rk � 0"
at the 5%. "na" stands for not available.
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